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PRODUCTS  LOGOUT

Survey #1
RecollectYou

8.33% Opens

19
Answers

12
Emails

12

Choose �lters:

1. PMF Metric
How would you feel if you could no longer use
RecollectYou?

2. Recommendation
Have you recommended RecollectYou to
anyone?

3. Referrer
How did you discover RecollectYou?

4. Alternatives
What would you likely use as an alternative if
RecollectYou were no longer available?
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5. Bene�ts
What is the primary bene�t that you have received from RecollectYou?

NB: please note that these are 5 random query results. You can see the rest of the results further
below.

Delight my girlfriend.

It enabled my parents, who are isolating due to COVID, to have 2 minutes of my brother, sister and I
chatting, just like we were there for Christmas.

A different way to express and share my feelings and how much a care about someone in my life.

nice memories from my spouse, although we share our experiences and thoughts regularly so the
memories are refreshed often in person.

The ability to be together when we couldn’t be

6. Audience
What type of person do you think would bene�t most from
RecollectYou?

NB: please note that these are 5 random query results. You can see the rest of the results further
below.

Open, thoughtful, expressive, emotional.

Someone who lives abroad, away from most of their family and friends, and wanted to keep in
touch. It's especially good for older people and young people (to receive the recollections)

Someone who values personal gifts.

Someone with signi�cant distance / infrequent contact with people they love. Perhaps older people
or those with memory loss issues.

Most people particularly useful for those families and friends separated by geography

7. Improvement
How can we improve RecollectYou to better meet your needs?

NB: please note that these are 5 random query results. You can see the rest of the results further
below.

I submitted �rst recording of all so that it was as authentic as possible. I didn't do any prep & did
them from the top of my head. I'm glad I took the �rst recordings but, in retrospect, I wish I'd have
planned what I was going to say at least a little bit to make the most of the available 2 mins. Guidance
on this up front perhaps? Otherwise, product did exactly as I'd hoped - Great!

- Be a bit more �exible on time - 2 mins is pretty short! Maybe not by much, but perhaps another
minute? - Enable the user to "tweak" the questions where necessary - or have a few options (e.g. my
parents are really clueless about Christmas movies, so I would have changed the question about what
�lm character they are) - Allow other people to join remotely. I actually got my sister and brother on a
group WhatsApp call on my phone and recorded their answers via a speaker on my computer

More options for different questions to select depending on your relationship with the person your
sending it too. A chance to write your own question you can answer.

Possibly make the segments slightly longer. The opening seconds of each episode felt rushed or
slightly truncated, so the whole memory seemed very brief. Would add perhaps a further 30 seconds.

Make it a bit more customisable maybe have a selection of standard questions to allow people to
pick 7 from 10
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